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"The coverage is mainly of 78rpm records, however a few early 45rpm records are included. Unlike previous price guides, this book attempts
to cover all 78rpm kiddie records made in the USA. The dates of coverage range from the 1890s to the 1960s with most listings from the
1940s and 1950s."--Cover back.
This hardcover collector's edition features 19 popular stories of the old gentleman rabbit and his lovable animal friends. A keepsake treasure,
it features 19 colorful versions of the original illustrations.
This Ground-Breaking Reference offers details for identifying beetles, spiders, flies, ants, butterflies, moths, dragonflies, earwigs, mayflies,
crickets, grasshoppers, centipedes, millipedes, scorpions, earthworms, slugs, lacewings, wasps, bees, damselflies, alderflies, crabs, and
many other invertebrates from the sign they leave behind. Includes almost 1,000 color photos and some 2,000 species.
When all the kids in the neighbourhood get together to fill plastic eggs, this Easter looks as if it will be 'eggcellent'. Only this year instead of
the 'Easter bunny' the mothers from Robin's Nest Circle are doing the egg hiding. And best of all, the prize for the egg hunt is extra cutesome 'bunny' is bound to win it. But when nine-year-old Elisabeth Vanklewen and her best friend Eveline Brighton (The Clue Duo) discover
that 'somebunny' is missing they hop to it, and try to crack the case.
Introduce your littlest readers to the joys of Easter by counting colorful eggs, fluffy bunnies, and springtime flowers. Count from one to five on
Baby’s first Easter egg hunt! With fuzzy ducklings, Easter bonnets, and bouquets of bright daffodils Easter Counting is the perfect
introduction to a variety of colors, shapes, and seasonal treats. How many eggs will you find? Welcome spring, and celebrate the holiday with
this colorful counting board book that is a perfect fit for Baby's first Easter basket!
For once, I intend now to write strictly about what I know best, my life and its circumstances. I want to tell the story of what it has been like for
a middle-class American descended from Italian and German immigrants. It is the story of a girl who grew up and found her law vocation
during the 50s through 70s and who happens to be blind and hard of hearing, and who now has used a series of wonderful guide dogs as
traveling companions. I have referred to my life as blessed in the title, because the hand of Divine Providence has been at work since my
conception in shaping me and promoting whatever goodness or success I may have attained, both directly and through the human beings in
my life. The imperfections and errors that remain, which I hope to continue to remedy with His help, are the evidence that this Divine work is,
as Benjamin Franklin said in his epitaph, a work in progress, being continually revised and corrected by the Divine Author. The sub-title
comes from the theme of the discussion group in which I participated during my Cursillo retreat, Travelers to Emmaus. Like the two
discouraged, disillusioned pilgrims who fled from Jerusalem after the death and still disbelieved resurrection of Jesus, I am still in the lifelong
process of finding the Lord.
A hit man gets some work in Sin City, a tryst goes awry for a pair of senior citizens, an alcoholic cop makes a dramatic appearance at a
rehab, a young man makes a midnight visit to some friends' bedroom. All these tales and many more in Menage a Trois & Other Stories, a
book of flash fiction by Jack Swenson.The prose snapshots in this book crackle with energy, irony, and humor. Less is more, indeed, in this
collection of stories from the author of Bad Apples. Some of the stories are only a few hundred words long, but they pack a punch. The writing
is lean and mean, often humorous, and always revealing.If you like Raymond Carver's gritty stories and the bare bones style of Elmore
Leonard, you'll love these little tales.You'll laugh, cry, wince, grin, and shake your head when you read the stories in this provocatively titled
little book.

Our April activity book has been prepared to help teachers of lower elementary grades present good nutrition. Sound
nutrition, as well as beneficial health habits such as sufficient rest and adequate exercise are encouraged. Upon
completion of this unit, each child should be able to identify the five food groups, and plan simple nutritional meals. The
study of different foods also presents children with the opportunity for language experiences in classifying. Also included
are holiday stories about April Fool's Day and Easter.
Before the coming of the four-lane, Jackson County was an insular community defined by geography-wedged in between
the Great Smokies and Blue Ridge escarpment, bisected by thousands of miles of streams. The people who settled the
area tended to be tough as pine knots but also tended to be salt-of-the-earth. This book offers tales of a time of transition
in the area, when arguments over whether someone should opt to have an electric wire run to their home weren't far
separated from quibbling over Internet service providers. Inside are tales from logging camps, fields, gardens and
lonesome game trails and stories of challenges faced with the unique sense of mountain humor. Local columnist Jim
Buchanan tells tales of bear hunts, cool springs and creatures great and small.
“Follows Cole’s journey as she bonds with birds, learns about farming in the city and discovers some delicious dishes
along the way.” —The Washington Post Chicken coops have never been so chic! From organic gardens in parking lots to
rooftop beekeeping, the appeal of urban homesteading is widespread. Chicken and Egg tells the story of veteran food
writer Janice Cole, who, like so many other urbanites, took up the revolutionary hobby of raising chickens at home. From
picking out the perfect coop to producing the miracle of the first egg, Cole shares her now-expert insights into the trials,
triumphs, and bonds that result when human and hen live in close quarters. With 125 recipes for delicious chicken and
egg dishes, poultry lovers, backyard farmers, and those contemplating taking the leap will adore this captivating
illustrated memoir! “It’s an endearing book, but if you don’t find the personal side charming, there are plenty of other
reasons to pick it up . . . This book takes small scale chicken-keeping to a deeper level, and adds some new recipes to
try out.” —Heavy Table “Surprising variations on familiar themes . . . Interspersed in Chicken and Egg are the adventures
of Cole’s own birds Roxanne, Cleo, and Crazy Lulu, which makes this a charming book as well as a useful one.”
—Boston.com “Chicken and Egg is both surprise and delight . . . Cole shares her journey in a warm and witty style but,
because of her strong food background, she adds another layer and, as a cookbook, Chicken and Egg is very strong.”
—January Magazine
Make April awesome with the activities in this packet. Celebrate April Fools’ Day and Easter with informational texts and
coloring pages. Children will also enjoy the seasonal poem pages that double as additional coloring pages. Keep
students engaged with activities including creating cherry blossom trees, decorating eggs, an Easter word search, story
starters, and more.
Presents thirty-five themes for preschool storytimes and includes book choices, fingerplays, short poems, flannelboard
stories with patterns, and suggestions for music and simple crafts.
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God Loves High Heels. The Triumphant Spirit of Women Vs. The Crimes And Restraints Of Religious Government.
Constitutional Equal Rights For American Women, When, Mr. Christian? Ever ask yourself, "Golly, how did the Western
World become so monstrously sexist?" Well, God Loves High Heels asked that very question. Now, God Loves High
Heels presents: Answers!
Are you living in—or moving to—a small community and wondering how you'll fit in, connect with other Pagans, and live
your beliefs in peace? This wonderfully unique book is filled with ways to nourish your Pagan soul in small towns,
suburbs, and any place outside the city limits. Along with Bronwen Forbes' own experiences, Pagans from close-knit
communities across the country offer hard-won wisdom and advice on all aspects of staying true to yourself and your
spirituality. —Starting a coven or study group —Getting along with non-Pagan neighbors —How to find and make ritual tools
—Celebrating the Sabbats —Home decoration —Dating non-Pagans —Following Pagan etiquette —When and how to reveal
your beliefs —Raising Pagan children After reading the book, join the discussion online at
groups.yahoo.com/group/smalltownpagans, where you can make more enriching connections.
Many East Germans illegally escaped through Berlin before the wall was built. Freedom was possible if one could convince the
guards there was a good reason to enter the Western side. Anita Plutte was one of those who found a way ... It was December
1955, and I had just said a long, tearful, fearful good bye to my sister Renate. I found myself walking across the Berlin bridge with
Frau Fischer. I hoped I was doing the right thing. When we got about halfway across, a young guard stopped us by holding up his
hand and blocking our path. Where are you going? How long will you be there? What is the purpose of your visit? The blonde
guard on the bridge on the East Berlin side was probably only 20 years old just a little younger than I was at the time. My mouth
was dry from the nervousness I was feeling. My throat was closed. I could not answer. My heart was pounding so hard, I could feel
it pushing against my chest. My clothes were sticking to my back from the nervous sweat. I just looked down. I could not meet his
eye. What I was about to do was so against my nature, yet from somewhere within I was determined to try. ABOUT THE
AUTHOR: Anita Plutte resides in Southeastern Pennsylvania at a cozy retirement community. Writing has become one of her
passionate hobbies. She grew up in Germany during WWII and escaped from East Germany as a young adult searching for peace
and happiness. The rosy life she imagined she would have in the United States never became a reality. As a result of trials and
disappointments, she realized that true happiness could only be found in knowing God and Jesus Christ.
Where are the Easter eggs hiding? Open this adorable book to find out. My Little Easter Egg is a perfect Easter gift—great for
holiday reading and playtime fun!
Insiders' Guide to North Carolina's Outer Banks is the essential source for in-depth travel and relocation information. Written by a
local (and true insider), it offers a personal and practical perspective of this beautiful coastal land and its surrounding environs.
Published annually, this guide is fully revised and updated and features a new interior layout and a new cover treatment.
Alien Nation: a ground-breaking and thought-provoking television program that was part science fiction, part hard-hitting police
drama, and that took on tough social issues. Now comes the breathtaking sequel to the cliffhanger that ended the show.
Folklore is an integrant part of Europe. It both expresses Europe’s history and influenced it in return. There are in Europe a rich
amount of Fairy tales which made the fame of renowned collectors such as the Grimm brothers or Hans Christian Andersen. But
for some country, few is actually known about the variety of their Fairy Tales outside their borders. The following list is a selection
of the best Fairy Tales or pieces of literature for children collected in every European country. Folklore of the Low Countries, often
just referred to as Dutch folklore, includes the epics, legends, fairy tales and oral traditions of the people of Belgium, Netherlands
and Luxembourg. Traditionally this folklore is written or spoken in Dutch. Some of the Pre-Christian Dutch mythology took less
sacred forms in the Middle Ages folklore and fairy tales, for example tales of the witte wieven, elf and kabouter continued,
combining Christian and fairy tale elements. The mythology of Wodan on the Wild Hunt sailing through the sky, is thought to have
been one of the tales that changed into tales of Christian Sinterklaas traveling the sky.
Ten Little Eggs celebrates springtime and the bond between a parent and child. With sweet and silly read-aloud rhymes and
adorable illustrations, this book reminds readers that families come in all shapes and sizes, but what holds them together is love.
Perfect for Easter or any time of the year, children will enjoy turning the pages of this playful picture book to discover what unusual
critters are inside each of the ten little eggs. FIVE little eggs in a nest in a tree. What in the world will my little egg be? One cracked
open and what did Mama see? A fuzzy little penguin, walking wobbly as can be.
Easter is a favorite holiday for children around the world. Chocolate bunnies, stuffed rabbits, colored eggs, and fuzzy baby chicks
fill Easter baskets as children eagerly anticipate the traditional Easter egg hunt and the Easter Bunny. Have you ever wondered
where this celebration began? How did these traditions first start, and how have they changed over the years since their origin in
ancient times? The answers may surprise you! It's Not About You Mr. Easter Bunny provides an opportunity to share history,
traditions and discussions in a fun way mixed with colorful illustrations perfect for young readers. It gives unique insight into this
very important holiday.

Beard Award-winning author, journalist, and quintessential Southerner Villas delivers a beguiling, witty, and poignant first
novel.
In 1949, Iowa farm wife Evelyn Birkby began to write a weekly column entitled “Up a Country Lane” for the Shenandoah
Evening Sentinel, now called the Valley News. Sixty-three years, one Royal typewriter, and five computers later, she is
still creating a weekly record of the lives and interests of her family, friends, and neighbors. Her perceptive, closely
observed columns provide a multigenerational biography of rural and small-town life in the Midwest over decades of
change. Now she has sifted through thousands of columns to give us her favorites, guaranteed to delight her many
longtime and newfound fans. Evelyn begins with her very first column, whose focus on the Christmas box prepared by a
companionable group of farm wives, the constant hard work of farming, and an encounter with an elderly stranger over a
yard of red gingham sets the tone for future columns. Optimistic even in the wake of sorrow, generous-spirited but not
smug, humorous but not folksy, wise but not preachy, Evelyn welcomes the adventures and connections that each new
day brings, and she masterfully shares them with her readers. Tales of separating cream on the back porch at
Cottonwood Farm, raising a teddy bear of a puppy in addition to a menagerie of other animals, surviving an endless
procession of Cub and Boy Scouts, appreciating a little boy’s need to take his toy tractor to church, blowing out eggs to
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make an Easter egg tree, shopping for bargains on the day before Christmas, camping in a converted Model T “house
car,” and adjusting to the fact of one’s tenth decade of existence all merge to form a world composed of kindness and
wisdom with just enough humor to keep it grounded. Recipes for such fare as Evelyn’s signature Hay Hand Rolls prove
that the young woman who was daunted by her editor’s advice to “put in a recipe every week” became a talented cook.
Each of the more than eighty columns in this warmhearted collection celebrates not a bygone era tinged with
sentimentality but a continuing tradition of neighborliness, Midwest-nice and Midwest-sensible.
A compilation of current biographical information of general interest.
Before the days of the remote control, which is a term no longer used in today's high-tech jargon, we, as Americans, had
to suffer through the infant stages of modern electronics, such as if we didn't have children, we had to get up from our
recliner to change the channel on the TV; when we entered the driveway, we had to get out of the car to raise the garage
door; then-the "biggie"-when the phone rang, we would call out, "Would someone get that phone call!" That phone back
then was tethered to its base unit that was plugged to the wall receptacle known as a "phone jack." Using this analogy,
and spiritually speaking, our holidays have lost their true foundational roots. Even the true meaning of the word holiday
has been lost from its intended term, holy day. These holy days are broken down into the four seasons of the year.
Spring, summer, autumn, and winter contain the holy days we celebrate and their true meaning that, over the years, have
suffered. Most of these short stories are taken from biblical accounts that had been labored at great lengths with the Holy
Spirit to bring to you the reader these "true-life fictional" accounts-accounts that are timeless biblically and can be
reviewed over and over again as faith builders.
Offers an introduction to fingerplay, discussing the motor, listening, attention, and counting skills required for different age
groups
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the
largest, most amazing collection of professional photography on the internet. Users can browse, search and view photos
of today’s people and events. They have free access to share, print and post images for personal use.
The mystery of the missing golden egg unfolds during an Easter egg hunt in this sweet board book. In this sturdy novelty
board book, we crack the case of the missing golden egg. Where did it go? Did someone take it? In the end, readers will
find out what happened to this very special egg. Keep an eye on all of the furry, fuzzy animals on the farm!
Fuzzy and Coco's owners are organising an Easter Fair at the Rescue Centre. They bring home a naughty little bunny called Binny
in the hope that she will learn to behave. Then she can find a new owner at the fair. But Binny is determined to cause havoc in
Middleton Crescent. Her antics lead to Eduardo's capture by the humans - and then he's taken to be adopted at the fair! Can
Fuzzy and Coco rescue Eduardo and find a new home for Binny?
"Ev'rybody's poor, aren't they, Billy?" "All the nicest people are," he replied. Billy was a "war baby." He had a message from
General Lee congratulating him on being born, and was quite wise. I was only a "since-the-war" baby. I climbed on a cricket table
and looked at myself in the mahogany-framed glass hanging over Gran'munny's dimity dressing table. I decided a girl with a
shingled head was utterly, hopelessly ugly, and I wondered why God hadn't made me a boy. What place would there be in the
world for an ugly girl? "As a child who grew to womanhood in the years following the war of Aggression on my Southern
countrymen, I think I am the one most qualified to write this book. I have told only one woman's experience, however, I have been
well known in my time as a writer of Virginia history and its people. I cannot say I am an authority on your heritage and neighbor's,
but I can say that I am on mine." -Mary Newton Stanard
When their classmates' decorated Easter eggs go missing, Eugene and his friends turn into Captain Awesome and the Sunnyview
Superhero Squad and pursue a supervillain.
Emily Elizabeth's Easter basket is almost full when Clifford finds the littlest, bluest egg of all. But where did the tiny blue egg come
from? And what makes it special?
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